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Parental Alienation 
Reconsidered
A roadmap for effective representation
By Jill M. Scheidt
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I
know what you’re thinking. Another parental alienation article? Haven’t we 
beaten this dead horse enough already? It’s just the latest catchy buzz-
word — psychobabble and not a real diagnosis. 
 
Identifying parental alienation in Pennsylvania custody cases is incendiary 
and challenging. Simply making the suggestion that alienation is occur-
ring signals a declaration of war. Building the case when representing the 

alienated parent requires time, skill, patience and a stable of qualified, willing 
and available experts, along with a receptive, invested judge. Representing the 
parent accused of alienation is equally challenging.

I have heard judges express the gamut of opinions on the topic, such as, “No 
parent could be alienated by the other parent without cause,” dismissing the 
concept altogether, to “You need an expert to prove alienation” and “I find alien-
ation without experts.” Likewise, parents come armed with their own research, 
analysis and opinions, driven in large part by an active online community that 
supports their conclusions, either as the self-diagnosed targeted parent or the 
falsely labeled, targeting parent. Most lawyers and judges who practice family 
law hold strong opinions for or against alienation.

In recent years, I have tried several alienation cases. I have learned that those 
in the mental health community hold differing views than those of us in the legal 
community. They use different labels, such as “splitting” and “preferred v. non-
preferred parent dynamic” to identify and define the behaviors, all in the hope of 
creating a roadmap to mend relationships. As is often the case when engaging 
experts in litigation, we speak different languages. Most significantly, there is 
no “diagnosis” of alienation in the American Psychiatric Association Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, so some will challenge the concept 
altogether. Our Legislature has steered clear of using the term “alienation” in 
the factors determining custody in Title 23 or requiring that it be proven. Factor 
8 only requires an analysis of “the attempts of a parent to turn the child against 
the other parent . …” 23 Pa.C.S. 5328(a)(8).

Thankfully, not all custody cases have such a dysfunction. There are many 
parents who are able to co-parent successfully. Sometimes the emotionality of 
the separation has to cool first, after which the parents can behave respectfully 
and set boundaries. Those clients go off into the night and rarely need us again. 
But the high-conflict cases are apparent from the start and take up most of our 
energy. Much like the definition of obscenity, we know it when we see it. So how 
do we identify which high-conflict cases have a possible alienation component? 

We are looking  
to fill in the 
blanks of  
each particular 
family’s patterns.
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It all starts during intake, which I humbly 
suggest be driven by the lawyer, not the 
client.

Alienation cases have a similar feel. The 
child expresses a preference of one parent 
(preferred parent) over the other parent 
(nonpreferred parent) without a justifiable 
basis or history of rejection. The symptoms 
often include:

a. The child refuses to go to the nonpre-
ferred parent’s house and the preferred par-
ent says, “I can’t make him/her go,” “I tell 
him/her to go,” “What else am I supposed 
to do?” and “It’s your fault he/she doesn’t 
want to go.”

b. The child calls the preferred parent to re-
port on the nonpreferred parent’s discipline.

c. The child appears to be emotionally care-
taking the preferred parent.

d. One or both parents are discussing the 
court case with the child.

e. The preferred parent is asking you at what 
age can the child choose the schedule.

f. The preferred parent repeatedly insists on 
the judge speaking with the child — a classic 
hallmark request of most alienators.

g. The preferred parent and child calling the 
nonpreferred parent by his/her first name or 
pronoun.

h. Communication is between child and 
parents rather than parents.

i. The preferred parent will not attend 
school functions if the other is present.

j. The child will ignore the nonpreferred 
parent when the preferred parent is around.

k. Secrets with and reporting on the activi-
ties of the other parent by the child. 

l. Repeated defiance of court orders.

m. The parent shares financial decisions 
and holds adult discussions with child.

High-conflict custody cases impact the entire 
family and need a roadmap for resolution.
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n. Refusal of the preferred parent to 
share judicial orders with mental health 
professionals.

o. “Reporting” lawyers, judges and mental 
health professionals to disciplinary bodies.

p. Alleging bias by judges, lawyers and “the 
system.”

q. Making Children and Youth Services (CYS) 
reports and protection from abuse filings, 
and repeated police involvement.

Our job as custody practitioners is to 
parachute into a family’s life and take a look 
around, quite deeply. It is a herculean task. 
Our clients come to us in a highly emotional 
state and, rather than adopt the emotionali-
ty of it, we have to objectively gather a large 
amount of data, with our clients sometimes 
being the least likely source of reliable proof. 
Very often, our clients want us to be their 
cheerleaders, confidantes and “on their 
side.” If they perceive we are not, they  
move on. 

How do we accomplish  
our jobs effectively?

We have to conduct hours of interviews with 
our clients and sources who are willing and 
able to share reliable data with us. We need 
to learn from our clients why the marriage 
or relationship ended in an attempt to de-
termine the animus. We need to gather re-
cords: counseling records, prior evaluations, 
police reports, CYS reports, veterans’ affairs 
and Social Security records, Our Family 
Wizard (an app the parties use for com-
municating and calendaring appointments 
and events) communications, criminal 
sentencing orders and evaluations, judicial 
transcripts and orders and school records. 
Who said what to whom? Reviewing emails 
and text messages is tedious, but there may 
be a needle in that haystack. And we get a 
flavor of the tone and content of the com-
munication. We are limited here by the fact 
that we cannot conduct discovery without a 

court order, by the stonewalling of the other 
party or child, as well as the Mental Health 
Act and the Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act. Quite often, we have 
to seek an order for permission to gather 
records and obtain releases from reluctant 
parties or the child.

We are looking to fill in the blanks of each 
particular family’s patterns. For instance, if 
there is a preferred-nonpreferred parent dy-
namic, did it exist prior to separation? Was 
one parent the “fun” parent and the other 
the “disciplinarian”? Did that continue after 
separation? One very valuable tool here is 
to petition the court for the appointment 
of a guardian ad litem (GAL), who is given 
authority to gather the records and conduct 
interviews that we frequently cannot, such 
as interviewing the child and observing the 
child with each parent separately. If I believe 
that alienation is possibly occurring, I often 
seek the appointment of a GAL rather than 
going straight to trial. And whether or not my 
client is the preferred or nonpreferred par-
ent, I inform him/her at the initial meeting 
that I will candidly share what I find rather 
than parrot what he/she wants me to say.

Lauren Marks, an experienced family 
law practitioner and a member of the 
Pennsylvania Bar Association Family Law 
Section, is frequently appointed as a GAL 
in Berks County in high-conflict custody 
cases. Upon receipt of her appointment, 
she begins her process with a review of the 
docket and frank discussion with counsel. 
Custody cases are unique. As the Superior 
Court in K.D. v. E.D. (267 A.3d Pa.Super. 
2021) aptly noted, compared to other 
legal actions, custody cases are a “special 
creature,” without a clear beginning, middle 
and end, since either party can petition for 
modification. In fact, a classic hallmark of 
a high-conflict case and alienation is serial 
litigation, and we can all learn a great deal 
from simply printing the docket if we are 
stepping into a case with history. Marks 
then schedules interviews with the parties 

and the child and invites counsel to provide 
documentation they believe is necessary for 
her investigation. 

She believes it is imperative to act quickly 
and aggressively in cases with suspected 
alienation, whether the preferred parent 
is acting consciously or unconsciously. 
“Judges need firm boundaries with parents, 
exercising control and sanctioning parties 
accordingly,” Marks said. And attorneys 
need to be firm with their clients. “A majority 
of the alienation cases I see are caused by 
or made worse by the attorneys who allow 
their clients to run the show.” Marks advises 
against attorneys interviewing the children, 
saying “Let the GAL or the court do that.” 

Another valuable tool is the custody evalua-
tion route. In an ideal situation, having a GAL 
and a custody evaluator in a high-conflict 
case is my preference. But finding and af-
fording evaluators is easier said than done. 
The process takes many months, often 
the better part of a year. Families in limbo 
awaiting custody trials are in turmoil. The 
evaluator, who is a licensed mental health 

Attorneys need to be 
firm with their clients.
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professional, has the ability to diagnose 
parties. Frequently, if alienation is occurring, 
one or both parties have mental health di-
agnoses or personality disorders, possibly a 
trauma history or substance abuse problem. 
But evaluations are limited in that they only 
capture the family situation in a static point 
in time. By the time we try the case, the 
facts and findings can be dated.

Both an evaluator and a GAL will offer 
findings and suggestions to the court for 
a resolution. Knowing your judge is crucial 
here. Some judges take the bench with 
family law experience and others do not, 
and the level of vitriol in child custody cases 
can be surprising to judges who never 
practiced family law. Having a familiarity 
with the topic and experts to testify will not 
only support your client’s case but will help 
educate the court. Counseling is almost 
always warranted. Changes to the physical 
custodial schedule is often recommended, 
and a change of legal custody is sometimes 
needed to alleviate communication conflicts 
and obstructionism by the preferred parent. 
Sometimes the most extreme remedy is war-
ranted, which is a period of sequestration 

so the child and nonpreferred parent have 
a period of time to reset their damaged 
relationship and the preferred parent can 
enter into some individual therapy, after 
which the court will order that custody with 
the preferred parent resume in a step-up 
approach.

Of particular note is the difficulty in repre-
senting preferred parents. The last thing 
they want to hear is that they might be or 
are the alienator. They actually think they 
are the superior parent, a victim of the other 
parent, and “in the right,” simply protecting 
the child. Given the nature of our role as 
advocates, most lawyers who represent 
the alienator feel the need to advance the 
client’s cause (which is usually to blame 
the other parent for the estrangement) or 
to dismiss the psychological concept of 
alienation and to justify the behavior of 
their client. Caveat: Alienators surround 
themselves with professionals who do their 
bidding, immersed in confirmation bias. 
And if they do not, the alienator will keep 
shopping. Robert A. Creo’s article, “Making 
Decisions: Overconfidence,” in the May/June 
2022 issue of The Pennsylvania Lawyer, 
offers key insight into effective representa-
tion of clients and how to integrate facts that 
are contrary to your client’s position and 
ultimate goals.

If you are representing the preferred parent, 
I suggest using the same roadmap. Gather 
information and conduct interviews to reach 
your own objective conclusion. You are free 
to retain your own expert. But beware that 
the child does not consider you his/her law-
yer. Often, the child aligns with the preferred 
parent who has triangulated the child into 
the conflict. It is an ethical quagmire.

At any stage of custody litigation, a judge 
may order that the parties enter into 
counseling in an attempt to repair the family 
dynamic. Clinical Social Worker Andrea 
Karlunas of Berks County has ample experi-
ence in counseling and works with families 

A classic hallmark  
of a high-conflict  
case and alienation  
is serial litigation.
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Italians?” Before Thornburgh could answer, 
Butera, a first-generation Italian-American 
himself, stood up and said, “There is no need for 
that kind of a question in this campaign. 
It’s inappropriate, and I don’t want him to 
answer it. I’ll answer it by saying that he is a 
fair man to all people.” This story is a great 
reminder that, regardless of their party or 
policy preferences, there are legislators who 
rise above politics in the interest of making 
the commonwealth a better place. 
    For more information on the Pennsylva-
nia House of Representatives Oral History 
Project visit https://archives.house.state. 
pa.us/oral-history. ⚖ 
 

     •     •     •     • 
 
Logan B. Stover is PBA legislative coordinator. Fredrick Cabell Jr. is 
PBA director of legislative affairs. For more information on the 
PBA’s legislative program, contact the PBA Legislative Relations 
Department at 800-932-0311, ext. 2232, or email fredrick. 
cabell@pabar.org. 
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that have a highly dysfunctional posture. 
She understands that in her capacity, she 
will have to testify and speak to lawyers, 
offering guidance on how to communi-
cate with our clients on difficult subjects. 
She requests particular language in her 
appointment order to ensure that both 
parties will participate and she can testify. 
When Karlunas gets involved in a custody 
case, she examines the dynamic prior to the 
breakup of the family: how did the child per-
ceive that dynamic, how well do the parents 
support the relationship between the child 
and the other parent, gatekeeping issues 
such as domestic violence, mental health 
issues, drug and alcohol abuse, and who 
invokes the question of fairness. Karlunas 
succinctly describes how counseling can 
be more effective than just an evaluation, 
saying, “An evaluation is a picture. Therapy 
is the movie.”

Whatever your position on parental alien-
ation, high-conflict custody cases impact 
the entire family and need a roadmap for 
resolution. Otherwise, there will be contin-
ued litigation and heartache until the child 
reaches the age of majority and beyond. For 
the sake of the child’s current and future 
mental health, lawyers and judges need to 
play a significant role with early and impact-
ful intervention. ⚖

____________________________________ 

Jill M. Scheidt is a partner 
at Masano Bradley, 
Wyomissing, Berks County, 
where she practices 
primarily in the areas of 
family law and civil litiga-
tion. She is admitted to all 
local and appellate courts 

of Pennsylvania, U.S District Courts for the Eastern 
and Middle Districts of Pennsylvania and the U.S. 
Supreme Court. She served as the woman gover-
nor on the PBA Board of Governors and is a past 
president of the Berks County Bar Association. 
Earlier this year, Scheidt recorded an interview for 
the PBA Family Law Section Law in the Family pod-
cast series. A link to “Trying a Parental Alienation 
Case” can be found at https://www.pabar.org/
site/For-Lawyers/Sections/Family-Law-Section.




